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Abstract
We consider a linear time-invariant system in discrete
time where the state and input signals satisfy a set of
integral quadratic constraints (IQCs). Analogous to the
autonomous linear systems case, we define a new notion
of spectral radius that exactly characterizes stability of
this system. In particular, (i) when the spectral radius is
less than one, we show that the system is asymptotically
stable for all trajectories that satisfy the IQCs, and (ii)
when the spectral radius is equal to one, we construct an
unstable trajectory that satisfies the IQCs. Furthermore,
we connect our new definition of the spectral radius to
the existing literature on IQCs.
1 Introduction
Consider the autonomous linear time-invariant system
xk+1 = Axk, k ≥ 0, x0 ∈ Rn. (1)
It is well-known that the asymptotic convergence rate of
this system is characterized by the spectral radius, ρ(A).
Specifically, the state converges to the origin for all initial
conditions if and only if ρ(A) < 1. To show that this is
the case, we can construct either a Lyapunov function or
a non-convergent trajectory as follows.
• If ρ(A) < 1, then the linear matrix inequality (LMI)
ATPA− P ≺ 0 holds for some P  0 in which case
Vk = xTkPxk is a Lyapunov function that can be used
to prove that the state converges to the origin [14].
• If ρ(A) = 1, then we can use the eigenvector of A
corresponding to the eigenvalue with unit magnitude
to construct an initial condition such that the state
does not converge to the origin.
In this work, we generalize these results to the case
where the system has inputs and satisfies a set of integral
quadratic constraints (IQCs). We recover the results for
autonomous systems as special cases, providing intuition
for our contributions, which we summarize as follows.
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Main contributions. We define a generalized notion
of spectral radius for a linear time-invariant system whose
state and input signals satisfy a set of IQCs and show
that this corresponds to the exact worst-case asymptotic
convergence rate of the system.
• If the spectral radius is strictly less than one, we
show that the system is asymptotically stable for all
trajectories satisfying the IQCs (see Theorem 1).
• If the spectral radius is equal to one, we construct
trajectories satisfying the IQCs such that the system
is not asymptotically stable (see Theorem 2).
In each case, we construct either a Lyapunov function or
an unstable trajectory, both of which can give insight into
how a specific system may perform in practice.
Literature review. Yakubovich introduced integral
quadratic constraints in the 1970s to analyze systems
with advanced nonlinearities; see [6, 16]. Such constraints
characterize a wide class of nonlinearities and uncertain
quantities such as saturation, delay, sector-bounded non-
linearities, slope-restricted nonlinearities [17], and time-
varying quantities. Since then, IQCs have also been used
to study linear time-varying [13], delayed, and parameter-
varying [9] systems as well as first-order optimization
algorithms [5]. Such systems are analyzed by replacing
the troublesome component with a set of constraints that
hold between its input and output (i.e., the IQCs).
IQCs can be formulated in both the frequency [6] and
time [12,15] domains, with the two approaches connected
by Parseval’s theorem and the Kalman–Yakubovich–
Popov (KYP) lemma [10]. Time-domain IQCs may be
characterized as either hard or soft depending on whether
the constraint holds for all finite times or only in the limit
as time approaches infinity, respectively. In this paper,
we consider multiple soft IQCs in the time domain.
Using an advanced version of the S-procedure on
Hilbert spaces [7], Megretski and Rantzer state that the
frequency-domain IQC theorem [6, Theorem 1] is both
necessary and sufficient for robust stability with respect
to multiple soft IQCs (see [6, Remark 4]). Our results
correspond to the time-domain version of this statement.
Notation. ‖ · ‖ denotes the 2-norm. Rn×m denotes the
set of n×m real matrices, and Sn denotes the set of n× n
real symmetric matrices. The matrix inequality A  B
(A  B) denotes that A−B is positive (semi)definite.
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2 Problem setup
Given matrices A ∈ Rn×n and B ∈ Rn×m, we consider
the discrete-time linear time-invariant system
xk+1 = Axk +Buk, k ≥ 0, x0 ∈ Rn (2)
where xk ∈ Rn is the state, uk ∈ Rm is the input, and
x0 ∈ Rn is the initial condition. To characterize the set of
all possible system trajectories, we use integral quadratic
constraints, which we define as follows. Our definition of
IQCs is non-standard since the IQCs are static, but we
choose this for ease of exposition; we refer the reader to
Appendix B for a comparison with the frequency-domain
definition where the IQC itself also has dynamics.
Definition (IQC). Given matrices Mi ∈ Sn+m for i ∈ I
where I is a finite index set, we say that the system (2)
satisfies the integral quadratic constraints (IQCs) defined
by the setM := {Mi}i∈I if and only if for all trajectories
of the system there exists a finite scalar β ∈ R such that
N−1∑
k=0
[
xk
uk
]T
Mi
[
xk
uk
]
≥ β (3)
for all integers N ≥ 1 and all i ∈ I.
Our goal is to characterize the asymptotic properties of
the system (2) when the trajectories satisfy the IQCs (3).
To do so, we use the following definitions.
Definition (Robust stability). We say that system (2) is
• robustly asymptotically stable if and only if
lim
k→∞
‖xk‖ = 0
• robustly bounded if and only if ‖xk‖ is uniformly
bounded above for all k ≥ 0
for all trajectories satisfying the IQCs (3).
Just as the asymptotic properties of the autonomous
linear system (1) are characterized by the spectral radius
of A, we will show that the asymptotic properties of the
system (2) subject to the IQCs (3) are characterized by
the following spectral radius.
Definition (Spectral radius). Given a tuple (A,B,M),
we define the spectral radius, denoted ρ(A,B,M), as the
optimal value of the following optimization problem:
infimum
ρ, P, {λi}
ρ (4)
subject to 0 
[
ATPA− ρ2P ATPB
BTPA BTPB
]
+
∑
i∈I
λiMi
ρ > 0
P  0
λi ≥ 0 for all i ∈ I,
where ρ ∈ R, P ∈ Sn, and λi ∈ R for all i ∈ I.
The optimization problem (4) is non-convex. However,
we make the following observations:
• Determining whether there exists a feasible point for
some fixed ρ > 0 is a linear matrix inequality.
• There exists a feasible point for any ρ > ρ(A,B,M).
• There does not exist a feasible point for any
ρ < ρ(A,B,M).
Therefore, we can efficiently compute the spectral radius
by performing a bisection search over ρ, where we solve a
linear matrix inequality at each iteration.
To simplify the notation, we define the discrete-time
Lyapunov operator L : Sn → Sn+m as
L(P ) :=
[
ATPA− P ATPB
BTPA BTPB
]
(5a)
along with its adjoint operator L∗ : Sn+m → Sn given by
L∗(Q) := [A B]Q [A B]T − [I 0]Q [I 0]T . (5b)
Note that for all P ∈ Sn and Q ∈ Sn+m we have
〈Q,L(P )〉 = 〈L∗(Q), P 〉
where 〈A,B〉 := tr(ATB) is the Frobenius inner product.
3 Robust stability
Theorem 1 (Robust stability). Consider the system (2)
subject to the IQCs (3), and let ρ := ρ(A,B,M).
(a) The system is robustly asymptotically stable if ρ < 1.
(b) The system is robustly bounded if ρ ≤ 1 and the
optimum in (4) is attained.
Remark. It may be the case that the optimum in (4)
is not attained. To illustrate this, consider the following
example with no inputs and no IQCs:
A =
[
1 1
0 1
]
, B = 0 ∈ R2×0, M empty.
The spectral radius is ρ(A,B,M) = ρ(A) = 1, but there
does not exist P  0 such that ATPA−P  0. Also, this
system is not bounded since the norm of the state grows
unbounded with the initial condition x0 = [ 11 ].
Proof of Theorem 1. Let (xk, uk) be a trajectory of
the system (2) that satisfies the IQCs (3).
(a) Suppose ρ < 1. Then there exist P  0 and λi ≥ 0
for all i ∈ I such that the linear matrix inequality
L(P ) +
∑
i∈I
λiMi  −
[
In 0
0 0
]
(6)
holds (even if the optimum is not attained) since (4) is
homogeneous in (P, λi), where the Lyapunov operator L
is defined in (5). To prove stability, we use the Lyapunov
function
Vk := xTkPxk +
∑
i∈I
λi
k−1∑
j=0
[
xj
uj
]T
Mi
[
xj
uj
]
, (7)
2
which is uniformly bounded below since the IQCs are
satisfied. Also, the difference ∆Vk := Vk+1 − Vk satisfies
∆Vk =
[
xk
uk
]T(
L(P ) +
∑
i∈I
λiMi
)[xk
uk
]
, (8)
where ∆Vk ≤ −‖xk‖2 since (6) holds. The sequence Vk
is monotonically decreasing and bounded below, so it
converges to a constant. Then ∆Vk converges to zero as
k → ∞, so by the squeeze theorem we have that ‖xk‖
also converges to zero as k → ∞. Thus, the system is
robustly asymptotically stable.
(b) Now suppose ρ ≤ 1 and the optimum is attained.
Then there exist P  0 and λi ≥ 0 for all i ∈ I that
satisfy the linear matrix inequality
L(P ) +
∑
i∈I
λiMi  0.
Using the Lyapunov function (7), we have from (8) that
∆Vk ≤ 0, so Vk ≤ V0 for all k ≥ 0. Then using the
bound λmin(P ) ‖xk‖2 ≤ xTkPxk, where λmin(P ) denotes
the minimum eigenvalue of P , we have
λmin(P ) lim sup
k→∞
‖xk‖2
≤ lim sup
k→∞
xTkPxk
= lim sup
k→∞
(
Vk −
∑
i∈I
λi
k−1∑
j=0
[
xj
uj
]T
Mi
[
xj
uj
])
≤ V0 − β
∑
i∈I
λi
<∞,
where β is the lower bound on the IQCs defined in (3).
Then since λmin(P ) > 0, the limit superior of ‖xk‖ as
k →∞ is finite, which implies ‖xk‖ is uniformly bounded
above, so the system is robustly bounded.
Corollary 1 (Robust exponential stability). Suppose
the optimum in (4) is attained, and let ρ := ρ(A,B,M).
Then the system (2) is robustly exponentially stable with
rate ρ with respect to the ρ-weighted IQCs. In other
words, for all trajectories of the system such that for some
β ∈ R the inequality
N−1∑
k=0
ρ−2k
[
xk
uk
]T
Mi
[
xk
uk
]
≥ β
holds for all integers N ≥ 1 and all i ∈ I, there exists a
constant c > 0 such that
‖xk‖ ≤ c ρk for all k ≥ 0.
Proof. The proof follows from applying Theorem 1 to
the ρ-weighted trajectory (ρ−kxk, ρ−kuk).
4 Worst-case trajectories
We now show that Theorem 1 is tight by constructing
trajectories that satisfy the IQCs and are such that the
system is not asymptotically stable when the spectral
radius is equal to one.
Suppose ρ(A,B,M) = 1 and (4) attains its optimum.
Then the Lyapunov function (7) is non-increasing so the
system is robustly bounded from Theorem 1. However,
the system may also be asymptotically stable if there
are no trajectories such that the Lyapunov function is
constant for all iterations. This follows from LaSalle’s
invariance principle, which is used to prove asymptotic
stability when the Lyapunov function does not strictly
decrease. To avoid such situations, we require a technical
condition to hold. Before stating this condition, we need
the following lemma, which we prove along with the main
result (Theorem 2) in Appendix A.
Lemma 1. Suppose that ρ(A,B,M) = 1 and B is full
column rank. Then for some d ≥ 1 there exists a tuple
(X,U, F ) ∈ Rn×d × Rm×d × Rd×d
with X nonzero and F orthogonal such that
AX +BU = XF (9a)
and
tr
([
X
U
]T
Mi
[
X
U
])
≥ 0 for all i ∈ I. (9b)
Technical condition. For some (X,U, F ) in Lemma 1,
there exists a vector v ∈ Rd not in the null space of X
such that
vT
(
r∑
j=1
WjW
∗
j
[
X
U
]T
Mi
[
X
U
]
WjW
∗
j
)
v ≥ 0 (10)
for all i ∈ I, where F = WDW ∗ with
W =
[
W1 . . . Wr
]
(11a)
D = diag(e𝕚θ1I, . . . , e𝕚θrI), (11b)
whereW is unitary, θj ∈ [0, 2pi) are distinct,W and D are
partitioned conformably, and r is the number of distinct
eigenvalues of F . In other words, the number of columns
in Wj is the size of the jth identity matrix in D which is
also the multiplicity of the eigenvalue e𝕚θj of F .
Theorem 2 (Worst-case trajectory). Suppose B is full
column rank, ρ(A,B,M) = 1, and there exists v ∈ Rd
that satisfies the technical condition for some (X,U, F )
from Lemma 1. Then the trajectory[
xk
uk
]
=
[
X
U
]
F kv, k ≥ 0 (12)
satisfies the dynamics (2) as well as the IQCs (3), and
the system is not asymptotically stable.
Remark (Static state feedback). If X is full column
rank, then the trajectories (12) are equivalent to using
the initial condition x0 = Xv and static state feedback
uk = Kxk with gain matrix K = UX†, where (·)† denotes
the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse.
3
4.1 Comments on the technical condition
We first motivate the technical condition by providing a
simple example for which the technical condition fails and
the system is robustly asymptotically stable even though
the spectral radius is equal to one.
Example. Consider the following example with one state,
no inputs, and two IQCs:
A = 1 ∈ R1×1, B = 0 ∈ R1×0, M = {±1}.
The spectral radius of this system is equal to one and is
achieved by the solution P = 1 and λi = 0 for all i ∈ I,
so the system is robustly bounded from Theorem 1. In
this case, however, the only trajectory that satisfies the
IQCs is the trivial trajectory, i.e., xk = 0 for all k ≥ 0.
To see this, note that the state remains the same for all
iterations, i.e., xk = x0 for all k ≥ 0. Then in order for
the IQCs to be satisfied, the initial condition x0 must
satisfy xT0Mix0 ≥ 0 for all i ∈ I. But this has only the
trivial solution x0 = 0. Therefore, the system is robustly
asymptotically stable even though ρ(A,B,M) = 1.
While this example shows that we cannot construct
unstable trajectories for all systems with spectral radius
equal to one, we can under the following condition.
Proposition 1. If all the eigenvalues of F are distinct,
then the technical condition is satisfied with v =
∑r
j=1Wj
where Wj is defined in (11).
Note that all of the Wj are column vectors in this case
so they can be summed. Also, v is a real vector even
though the matrix W is complex since the columns of W
form complex conjugate pairs and therefore have a real
sum. This condition is trivially satisfied when d = 1 in
Lemma 1 since the matrix F is then a scalar.
Proposition 2. If Lemma 1 is satisfied with d = 1, then
the technical condition is satisfied with v = 1.
Determining whether the technical condition holds is in
general NP-hard. However, there are several approaches
for approximating the solution. One such approach uses
the positivstellensatz from real algebraic geometry. This
approach provides a hierarchy of semidefinite programs
whose solutions converge to the solution of the original
problem [8]. As an alternative, we can formulate the
problem as a rank-constrained semidefinite program and
take its convex relaxation [11]. This yields the following
convex optimization problem:
minimize
V ∈ Sd
‖V ‖∗
subject to V  0
tr(V XTX) = 1
r∑
j=1
tr
(
V WjW
∗
j
[
X
U
]T
Mi
[
X
U
]
WjW
∗
j
)
≥ 0
for all i ∈ I,
where ‖ · ‖∗ denotes the nuclear norm. If this problem
has a rank-one solution, then the technical condition is
satisfied by v ∈ Rd where V = vvT. If the solution is not
rank one, another approach is to apply a rank-reduction
algorithm to find a low-rank solution [4], although this is
not guaranteed to find the minimal rank solution.
4.2 Other types of IQCs
The IQCs in (3) are referred to as soft since they restrict
the trajectories only in the limit as time goes to infinity
(the sum (3) is always uniformly lower bounded by some β
for any finite N). Using such IQCs to model nonlinearities
and uncertainties in a system may be conservative. To
address this, we now discuss two scenarios in which we
can construct a worst-case trajectory that satisfies a more
restrictive class of IQCs.
Hard IQC. Suppose there is a single IQC and the worst-
case trajectory (12) is such that the sum (3) attains its
lower bound for some index N?, in other words,
N? ∈ arg min
N≥1
N−1∑
k=0
vT(F k)T
[
X
U
]T
M
[
X
U
]
F kv.
Then the shifted worst-case trajectory[
xk
uk
]
=
[
X
U
]
F (k+N?)v, k ≥ 0
satisfies the dynamics (2) and the hard IQC defined by
N−1∑
k=0
[
xk
uk
]T
M
[
xk
uk
]
≥ 0 (13)
for all N ≥ 1, and the system is not asymptotically stable.
The hard IQC is equivalent to the soft IQC with β = 0.
Pointwise IQC. Suppose the worst-case trajectory (12)
has d = 1 in Lemma 1. Then the trajectory also satisfies
the pointwise IQCs defined by[
xk
uk
]T
Mi
[
xk
uk
]
≥ 0 (14)
for all k ≥ 0 and all i ∈ I. This follows from (9b) since
X ∈ Rn and U ∈ Rm are vectors in this case.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we generalized the notion of spectral radius
for a matrix to that of a discrete-time system whose input
and output signals satisfy a set of soft IQCs. When the
spectral radius is strictly less than one, we constructed a
quadratic Lyapunov function to prove that the system is
robustly asymptotically stable. When the spectral radius
is equal to one, we constructed a worst-case trajectory,
and this trajectory is often equivalent to static state
feedback. In order to construct the trajectory, we required
a technical condition to be satisfied, and we provided
several cases under which this holds. It remains an open
question as to whether this technical condition is also
necessary for constructing such a worst-case trajectory.
4
Appendix A — Proofs
We begin by showing that strong duality holds between
the following primal-dual semidefinite program pair; see
Chapter 5 of [2] for an overview on Lagrangian duality.
Lemma 2. Strong duality holds for the primal problem
p? := infimum
s, P, {λi}
s
subject to sI  L(P ) +
∑
i∈I
λiMi
P  I
λi ≥ 0 for all i ∈ I
with s ∈ R, P ∈ Sn, and λi ∈ R for all i ∈ I, and its dual
d? := maximum
Q
tr
(L∗(Q))
subject to 0  L∗(Q)
0 ≤ tr(QMi) for all i ∈ I
0  Q
1 = tr(Q)
with Q ∈ Sn+m. In other words, p? = d? and the dual
optimum is attained if finite.
Proof. We can obtain a Slater point for the primal by
taking s sufficiently large, so strong duality holds.
Using this primal-dual pair, we can then show that
an alternative LMI is feasible when the spectral radius
is equal to one; see [1] for an overview on constructing
strong alternatives for problems in control.
Lemma 3. Suppose ρ(A,B,M) = 1. Then there exists
nonzero Q  0 such that L∗(Q) = 0 and tr(QMi) ≥ 0 for
all i ∈ I.
Proof. Since ρ(A,B,M) = 1, the optimal value of the
primal is p? = 0. By strong duality, we have d? = 0 and
the dual optimum is attained; let Q ∈ Sn+m denote the
optimal solution. Since L∗(Q)  0 and tr(L∗(Q)) = 0, we
have that L∗(Q) = 0. Also, Q is nonzero since tr(Q) = 1.
Therefore, Q satisfies the LMI.
Factoring Q gives the matrices X and U in Lemma 1,
and we obtain the matrix F using the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Let G and H be real matrices of the same
size. Then GGT = HHT if and only if G = HF for some
orthogonal matrix F .
Proof. The case when G and H are complex is proved
in [10, Lemma 3] using polar decompositions of G and H.
Since the polar decomposition of real matrices is also real,
the same proof may be used in the case when G and H
are real matrices.
Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose ρ(A,B,M) = 1 and B
is full column rank. Then from Lemma 3, there exists
nonzero Q  0 such that L∗(Q) = 0 and tr(QMi) ≥ 0 for
all i ∈ I. Denote a rank factorization of Q by
Q =
[
X
U
] [
X
U
]T
(15)
with X ∈ Rn×d and U ∈ Rm×d where d := rank(Q).
Then applying Lemma 4 to the equation
0 = L∗(Q) = (AX +BU)(AX +BU)T −XXT
gives that AX+BU = XF for some orthogonal matrix F .
Assume, by contradiction, that X is zero. Then we have
BUUTBT = 0, which implies U is zero since B is full
column rank. But then Q is zero, which is a contradiction;
therefore, X is nonzero. Also, we have
0 ≤ tr(QMi) = tr
([X
U
]T
Mi
[
X
U
])
for all i ∈ I, so the tuple (X,U, F ) satisfies (9).
Lemma 5. For any orthogonal matrix F , there is a
subsequence of {F k}∞k=1 that converges to the identity.
Proof. The set of orthogonal matrices is compact [3,
Section 2.1] and therefore complete, so it has a Cauchy
subsequence {F ki}∞i=1 where the index sequence {ki}∞i=1
is monotonically increasing. Then for all ε > 0, there
exists an integer N such that
ε > ‖F ki − F kj‖ = ‖F kj (F ki−kj − I)‖ = ‖F ki−kj − I‖
for all i, j ≥ N . Since this holds for all i ≥ N and ki →∞
as i→∞, the subsequence converges to the identity.
Proof of Theorem 2. First, we have from (9a) that
Axk +Buk = (AX +BU)F kv = XF k+1v = xk+1,
so the trajectory (12) satisfies the dynamics (2). Next, we
show that the IQCs (3) are also satisfied. Decomposing
F as in the technical condition and defining the matrices
Hi :=
[
X
U
]T
Mi
[
X
U
]
∈ Sd
for each i ∈ I, the IQC sum is
N−1∑
k=0
[
xk
uk
]T
Mi
[
xk
uk
]
=
N−1∑
k=0
vT(F k)THiF kv
=
N−1∑
k=0
vTW (Dk)∗W ∗HiWDkW ∗v
=
r∑
j=1
r∑
`=1
vTWjW
∗
j HiW`W
∗
` v
N−1∑
k=0
e𝕚k(θ`−θj).
Using the closed-form expression for the sum
N−1∑
k=0
e𝕚kθ =

1− e𝕚Nθ
1− e𝕚θ if θ is not a multiple of 2pi
N otherwise
5
and that all of the θj ∈ [0, 2pi) are distinct, we can lower
bound the IQC sum by
N−1∑
k=0
[
xk
uk
]T
Mi
[
xk
uk
]
≥ N
r∑
j=1
vTWjW
∗
j HiWjW
∗
j v
−
r∑
j,`=1
j 6=`
∣∣vTWjW ∗j HiW`W ∗` v∣∣ · 2|1− e𝕚(θ`−θj)| .
The first term grows linearly with N but is nonnegative
since v satisfies the technical condition, and the second
term does not depend on N . Therefore, the IQC sum is
uniformly lower bounded for all N ≥ 1 and all i ∈ I, so
the IQCs are satisfied.
Finally, we show that the system is not asymptotically
stable by proving the following inequalities:
0 < ‖Xv‖ ≤ lim sup
k→∞
‖xk‖ ≤ ‖X‖ ‖v‖.
The first inequality follows since v is not in the null space
of X, the second inequality since there is a subsequence
of {‖xk‖}∞k=1 that converges to ‖Xv‖ from Lemma 5, and
the final inequality from sub-multiplicativity of the matrix
norm and orthogonality of F .
Appendix B — Dynamic IQCs
Our problem setup is different from that often used in
the IQC literature (see [6, 12] and the references therein)
since we use static IQCs. We now show how to put an
IQC with dynamics into our form.
To simplify notation, we consider the case of one IQC.
Consider the linear time-invariant system
xk+1 = Axk +Buk, k ≥ 0, x0 ∈ Rn
yk = Cxk +Duk
with m inputs and m outputs subject to the frequency-
domain IQC∫ pi
−pi
[
yˆ(e𝕚θ)
uˆ(e𝕚θ)
]∗
Π(e𝕚θ)
[
yˆ(e𝕚θ)
uˆ(e𝕚θ)
]
dθ ≥ 0
defined by the measurable Hermitian-valued function
Π : e𝕚R → C(n+m)×(n+m) where yˆ and uˆ are the Fourier
transforms of y and u. By factoring Π(z) = Ψ(z)∗MΨ(z),
where Ψ(z) has the state-space representation
ψk+1 = Aψψk +B1ψyk +B2ψuk
zk = Cψψk +D1ψyk +D2ψuk,
Parseval’s theorem can be used to show that (2) with
(A,B)→
([
A 0
B1ψC Aψ
]
,
[
B
B2ψ +B1ψD
])
satisfies the IQC (3) with
M → [D1ψC Cψ D2ψ +D1ψD]TM [?] ,
where ? denotes the corresponding symmetric part and
the state is now the combined state of the original system
with that of the dynamic IQC, i.e., xk →
[ xk
ψk
]
. Instead
of this formulation, however, we study the system (2)
subject to the IQCs (3) to simplify the notation.
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